
Christmas Greetings from Ginnville!  
Where did 2013 go? Here we are in December on the verge of dragging dead or fake trees 
into our homes and eating candy out of socks! Playing “Silent Night” on the radio till three in the morning. Separating the men 
from the toys! Robert Orben, please stop me!

Lynne Ginn is baking! Autumn Ginn is teaching music! And I, David, am magic-ing at schools, plus conjuring up NEW and OLD 
funny magic for children! Starting with — get ready! — THREE NEW David Ginn DVDs!

LOST MAGIC! From the Almost, Nearly & Partly Unpublished Books 1987–1993 

These out-of-print David Ginn books sold thousands of copies, and now you can get  
them as downloads from dealers who carry Murphys Magic. But how can you see the magic 
inside? LOST MAGIC is the answer! In the months before back surgery 2011, David amused 
himself (and kept his sanity) by shooting “basement videos” of the “unpublished” tricks with  
help from neighbor kids. Now he has carefully edited 40 clips from the past showing this 
wonderful magic!

Check out the contents:  Confusing Wands to Snake, Vanishing Coke to Streamer, Blooming 
Blossom, Sport Coat Warm-up, Magic Chalk, Hank Gamble, Money Hands, Little Indian, Mummy 
Finger, Fred Kaps’ Toss Up Cane, Wand to Cane, Gurrreen Hank Mystery, Farmyard Frolics, Gene 
Gordon’s Shoelace, Jumbo Snake Wand, Tissue to Silk, Coil from Ear, Secret Wand, Fast Silk 
Production, Light That Heals, Baby Pictures, Brainwave Rocks, One Hand Knot, Big Band Music, 
Optical Illusion Cards, Knot Dissolve, Rabbit’s Mighty Leap, Cheat Blendo, Little Coin Vanish, 

Sponge Ball Rabbit, Indiana Jones Bucket, Big Red Card, Measle Bag and the Blow-up/Laminate technique.

BONUS 1984 Vintage Video:  David loads his “Computerized Magic” show in the car, teaching you how, along with Leroy the 
Rabbit and five-year-old Autumn Ginn helping!

100 minute DVD with a ton of comedy magic material!  ONLY $15.00!

The $2100 Magic Kit!  
Way back in 1992 David Ginn developed a simple magic kit using clip & paste tricks, a cheap 
two-card monte, and a fortune telling fish. As he and 13-year-old Autumn criss-crossed Georgia 
that summer doing 82 library programs, they ended up selling 2100 kits at $1 each, thus the 
$2100 Magic Kit. On this DVD David carefully explains how he created and made the kits, what 
he puts in them, and WHY they sold then and still sell now. But there’s more —

On the second half of this DVD, David shares seven money & counting tricks he has used in 
school shows and even close-up. These include a performance of Money Hands from Lost 
Magic, plus Sixth Finger Countdown, Jumbled Number Silk, Panelo Bill Production, Australian 
Six Bill Repeat (and how to make it), Bob Escher’s 7 ½ Coin Trick, the Magic Money Poster, and 
Balancing a Coin on a glass. These are bonus tricks you can and will USE in your shows!

Running time 35 minutes. And worth far more than the asking price — just $15.00!

Check out the third NEW DVD on page 3!
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Standing White Rabbit
This is the BEST RABBIT PUPPET I’ve ever used! He his now part of my Rabbit House routine in my pre-
school shows and the current lectures. I actually change him into my real live rabbit Harry, but that’s 
another story. He is a full body rabbit, could be used for a production. Your entire hand fits inside as  
Autumn demonstrated for me in her school classroom. He can clap his hands (your thumb & little  
finger), wave to the kids, bow his head and hide his face, and lots more. He almost looks REAL, no joke!  
I’ll try to shoot a YouTube video of him in the new year!

            A wonderful addition to your children’s shows!  STANDING WHITE RABBIT:  $30.00

Adair Triangle Box
Brand New!  Show Ian Adair’s TRIANGLE BOX empty as I am doing in the photo. Close it back 
up and produce silks, sponge balls, or a white mouse! Easily holds a 12-foot (4-inch wide) silk 
streamer or three 18” silks. Well made, packs small and plays big. Good instructions too!

Want a new & different silk production? This is it!  TRIANGLE BOX only $25.00

KIDTRIX by Paul Osborne
Paul Osborne has created great illusion plans in years past, but with KIDTRIX he has turned back to his  
love of children’s magic. In this 8.5 x 11 inch 54-page book, Paul has written and illustrated some great 
make-it-yourself kidshow material:  Giant Crayon, Pet Frog, Ear Cleaning Machine, Insurance, Magic Tables,  
Stratospheres, Poor Man’s Snake Basket, Slingshot, Showmanship, Brainscan, Skunk Hunt, Kid’s Kup, 
Cheapo Chop Cup, Mr. Lincoln’s Hat, Jaws!, Catch Up Ketchup, Poof Tacos, Tube of Destiny, Balloon Sawing, 
and Top Ten. His architect style drawings make it clear how YOU can make these things.  Reg. $30

Until Jan. 15, 2014 … Autumn’s Special $25.00!

World’s Most Famous Unknown Magician  New Book!
Bob Carroll has worked school shows as a magician & vent more than 40 years, and he knows 
the real market! In 95 pages 8.5 x 11, Bob’s original lecture turned into a journey about his ca-
reer and adventures. Magicians, vents & clowns will learn dozens of tips to make school shows 
more practical and fun.  This book contains the best ever Hippity Hop Rabbits routine! If you do 
schools, you’ll read Bob’s book cover to cover!  Amazing price — $15.00!

 

Linking Rope Loops *
Show 3 pieces of rope (red, green, blue) and tie each in a circle. Suddenly they link together. Amazing! 
They just as mysteriously UNLINK and you untie them. Easy gimmick, a little practice! Woven colored 
ropes and instructions, plus that simple gimmick. Magnetic! $20.00

Jumbo Vanishing Deck *
Here is the “card trick that is NOT a card trick!”  And it’s so easy to do! Show a jumbo 

deck of cards in a black case. Remove the box, then tell a spectator to name any card. He says 3 of 
Diamonds. You tell him the first card you take out will be his. So you open the case and remove a 52-on-one 
jumbo card: his card is one of the 52. Yes, ha, ha — but it’s not over.

Replace the card in the box and slide the box back into the black case. Say you’ll make that person’s card  
VANISH from the deck: one, two, three. When you turn it over, the black box is empty — the entire deck & 
card box are GONE!  Facts:  no card skill required, well made and easy to perform. Plus something better: 

ONLY $15.00!

* = See David perform it on YouTube!



Kidshow How-2 Plus! … the DVD
UNREAL!  Out of the clear blue I have managed to get my Kidshow How-2 video AND the first Bag of 
Magic video PLUS bonus footage from Australia TV on one NEW “OLD” DVD! If you missed these long 
out-of-print video tapes, now here’s your chance to see: (1) the How-2 lecture showing 15 tricks & routines 
— Flower Wallet, Silver Sceptre, Spooky Spoons, Delightful Streamers, Scarf Juggling/Blendo, 3 Water 
Monte, Pet Store Pranks, $100 Bill Silk, Glow Loops, Billy the Kid, Credit Card in Bottle, Chair Escape,  
IncrediCube, Crazy Book Bag, and Alien Surprise. 

Bag of Magic is a live classroom show from 1991, featuring Clapping Hands, Man in the Moon, Purple 
Orange Eater, How to Knit Sox, Shrinking Gloves, Super Bunny, Picture Frame Fishing, Comedy Linking 

Rings, Picnic Surprise, and the Really Big Shoe Trick. BONUS footage shows me doing the Wilting Flower and 
Dancing Hank on Australian TV in 1989!  You’ll have fun & learn LOTS watching this DVD! Only $15.00!

Surprise! The BIG RED CARD!
Shown on the Lost Magic DVD and explained in the Partly Unpublished book, the Big Red Card is an 
unusual giant card revelation and a very simple force to get the 7 ½ of Hearts — 11 x 17  inches large! 
We’re saving you time by producing 500 of them!  Furthermore, in this Autumn’s Leaflet SPECIAL 
package, you’ll get TWO Big Red Cards (one to laminate), with instructions for both stage 
& close-up versions. You can see me do a close-up version on The $2100 Magic Kit DVD as well. 
Limited Time Only:  BIG RED CARD KIT — $5.00 

HUGE GINNVILLE SURPRISE OFFER 
ORDER all three NEW David Ginn DVDs and the Big Red Card Kit (a $50 retail value) — before January 31, 2014  

— at the Special Price of $27.00 plus postage!  Just ask for the NEW GINN TRIO PLUS at $27.00!

Slate of Mind
Show an 8 x 10 wooden/plastic slate 
as I am holding in the photo. Six cards 
are clipped to its sides and a specta-
tor choses any card freely. When you 
turn the slate around, WOW!—your 
prediction matches the spectator’s 
card! Easy to do, complete with slate, 
clips, cards, gimmicks and instruc-
tions.  Children will even like this 

one!  And all for only …  $15.00!

Magical Pencil Case
Open this plastic child’s pencil 
case and it’s empty. Oh, my, I 
won’t be able to do my home-
work! Close the box, snap 
your fingers, then reopen it to show the drawer full of pens 
and pencils. This is a well made in plastic DRAWER BOX for 
pens/pencils. And only $8.00.

Jumbo Flower Wallet *  
Open this 7 x 9-inch black card-
board wallet to show it empty. 
Close it, and when you re-open it, 
out pops a 9-inch diameter bou-
quet of four mylar spring flowers. 
That’s not all — you repeat it three 

more times to produce FOUR BOUQUETS in all! Yes, 
after showing the wallet empty, you produce FOUR large 
bouquets!  Do it to music or do it talking! Twice as large as 
the original! Wonderful visual magic at — Just $20!

Magic Candy Box
You won’t believe it, but this is a 
plastic DOVE PAN that is 5-inches 
SQUARE. Furthermore, you can pro-
duce or vanish objects in the Magic 
Candy Box! Show the box empty, 
pop on the lid and immediately re-

move it to make candy or anything else appear. If you place 
the lid on by turning it 90 degrees, it will PICK UP the load 
chamber so you can make things VANISH! There has never 
been a dove pan made like this. Tons of possibilities for 
magical kidshow use. Magic Candy Pan — Only $12.00!

Tipple Topple Wand *
When you hold this wand, the white 
end falls down. You fix that end, then 
the other end falls down. Kids love it 
when you play look don’t see with this 
wand. I finally show both ends “fixed”, 
then they both fall down for a laugh-
filled finish. $25 
Until January 31st — just $19!

Happy Santa Blendo *
Wave a string of four 12-inch silks (red, 
white, green, black) around, bunch 
them up in your hands, and instantly 
they blend into a 36-inch full color 
Santa Claus! Comes with instructions, 
4 little silks, and the 36” Santa pure 
China silk. $35

Special until December 31st — $27



Giant Bouquet  
from 3 Silks
Show three large silken cloths 
empty one by one. Put them to-
gether, reach underneath, and pull 
out a HUGE BOUQUET of feather/
cloth flowers. This uses the same 
method as “This” bottle produc-
tion, a silk bag holding the bouquet 

inside one large silk. Bouquet is 20” tall and contains 19 
multicolored blooms! Yes, it’s BIG! A custom feather bouquet 
this size would run over $100! You get bouquet, 3 large silks, 
gimmick, and instructions.  $49.00 complete

Giant MisMade Flag
What a great trick for July 4th in the USA!  
Magician tries to make an American 
flag in a change bag (or other switching 
device) but everything gets messed up. 
First the flag is red & white stripes only, 
then a mixed up red, white, blue flag KIDS 
LAUGH ABOUT! Finally you finish with a 
completed 24 x 36 inch CORRECT Ameri-
can Flag!  This set of six silks should cost 
over $50, but the large flags did not print 
as dark blue as Goshman wished, though 
your audiences will never know. I think they look FINE!   
Therefore, you get the 50% discount price:  only $25.00!

Until January 31st — Special $19!

45” Happy Elephant Silk *
Is it Barnum’s Jumbo before he  
got big? At least he’s happy! Again a new 
ORIGINAL DESIGN, thanks to Ken & Mol-
lie Johanson, giving the feeling of child 
favorites such as Dumbo and Horton. Tell 
the audience you’re going to pull an el-
ephant, not a rabbit, out of your hat. Then 
produce this guy! “Okay, sorry, it’s just a 

baby elephant! I guess I’m a dumbo!”  $35

45” Peacock  
Explosion Silk *
Use it as a production silk, blendo 
silk, or background silk. When I pro-
duce mine, I ask the kids, “What kind 
of animal is this?” I listen to their 
replies, then say, “Who said turkey? 
Boy, if you think THIS is a turkey — 
I’m not eating Thanksgiving Day 
dinner at your house!”  $35

45” Rabbit Ta-Dah Silk *
We designed this new ORIGINAL rabbit 
to compliment any magic or clown act. 
He’s got pizzazz and personality! Just look 
at him waving that magic wand and the 
hand posed for applause. That’s the  
applause YOU will get when you make this 
professional magic rabbit silk appear in 
your show! Nearly four feet square!  $35

Until January 31st, all 45” silks — $29 each!

Shipping/Payment: 
We ship several times weekly, according to David’s show schedule, both UPS & post office. 
We accept cash, checks on USA banks, MOs in USD, Visa, MC, Amex, Discover and PayPal.  

In USA postage is $8 up to $49; $9 for $50-99; and $10 per hundred after that.  
Outside USA, $10 minimum per order and about 30% airmail.  

Make all payments to DAVID GINN (not David Ginn Magic).  
We appreciate every order large or small! 

David Ginn: magic, books, DVDs, fun 
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA 

PHONE 770-466-8421 • FAX 770-554-8209 
 ginnorders@comcast.net  •  www.ginnmagic.com

Star of the Show! 
New Better Design! Magic By Gosh made exclusively for me. Show a 2-inch yellow sponge ball and push 
it through your fist. When you open your hand, it has become a big YELLOW STAR 6-8 inches in size. It 
can be the Star of Bethlehem for Christmas shows, or use in a child’s hand to open up, then pronounce 
the girl or boy “Star of the Show.”  $12.00

We now 
accept 
PayPal!



Cloth Sleeve Bouquet * 
What delightful props! These new cloth TEN-Bloom Sleeve Bouquets are not only 
beautiful and colorful, but reasonably priced! Hide them in your sleeve (instructions 
show how), in a production box or tube, or hanging in a tube behind a table, chair, or 
even inside your coat. When you make them magically appear they spring right open! 
My friend Skyler is holding two of them, WOW!  In my career, I’ve spent $50-$100 for 
sleeve bouquets. But these Cloth Sleeve Bouquets are only $22.00 each!

Bongo Monster Hat *
Out of stock for two years! Nobody in the USA or UK had them! Now they’re back — Ali Bongo’s 
masterful, clever paper-folding novelty hat that David Ginn has used for 35 years, including 
just last week! Made of a tyvek style no-tear paper. Show the hat small and keep opening it up, 
making different kinds of hats. Finally the last one is a green monster — SHREK’S BROTHER! I 
tell them. When you order, ask for David’s 2013 routine FREE!  Packs small, plays big! Funny too.

And just $25.00!

Shake Silk *
Show all four feet of the Shake Silk (about 7” wide) solid black, then you either swirl it around 
or just SHAKE it up and down…whereupon it turns inside out into a FULL COLOR rainbow 
streamer! Here’s friend Marty Hahne of Rabbit Disaster Plan fame holding one! Only $15

Vernet Sixth Finger *
You can do many tricks with a sixth finger, such as silk productions and vanishes.  I just use it as 
a gag. I pretend to count my fingers. In doing so, I slip the 6th finger between two of my fingers 
and count 1-2-3-4-5-SIX!  Whoops!  One too many! I say, pulling off the 6th finger and tossing it 
aside into my case.  Yes, it’s a quick sight gag, but kids like it.  They’re used to seeing grandpa pull 
off his thumb or finger, but NEVER tossing it aside like this. So that makes it a real surprise.

$6.00

Jumbled Numbers Silk *
Like my color changing Shake Silk, this 4-ft streamer turns inside out. Purple in color, it has large white 
numbers printed on it in the wrong order: 4-1-5-3-6-2. Shake the silk and turn it inside out  
revealing the correct number order! $15

Etherial Salt Shaker *
POUR the entire shaker of SALT into your fist. Show the shaker empty. Wiggle your closed fist 
fingers and open them — the salt is GONE! Now, close your other hand around the empty 
shaker or cover it with a silk. In two seconds the shaker is FULL OF SALT again!  Yes, it’s  
mechanical, it works great, and you can use it anywhere!  $20

Oreo Sponge Cookie 
Here is a 4-inch Oreo style sponge cookie that I have used in 500 shows. Hide it in your hand and 
produce from behind a kid’s ear. Pull out of a Girl Scout cookie box. A hundred uses!  Looks like a big 
version of the favorite cookie!  Just $6.00



Color Explosion Blendo PURPLE! *
Yes, I’ve always wanted a “Barney Purple” version of the blendo, and here it is! This replaces the 
sold-out green and nearly gone red blendos we made in previous years! Wave around a string of 
silks, crush them in your hands, and open them up to reveal a large 3-ft full color silk! Includes 36” 
blendo silk, six little 9” silks, and instructions. See our website tutorials for more! $35

Ring Vanishing Hank  
Excellent, well-made 18” square gimmicked pocket hank. Put a borrowed ring up under 

it and have spectator hold the “ring” through the hank. Meanwhile, you sneak the real ring away 
and make it appear elsewhere. When you pull hank out of person’s hand, the ring is gone.  
Especially made for this trick! $6.00

Ultra Tube w/50 ft Streamer *
Open this 9 x 18-inch colorful heavy paper tube and show it empty. Immediately roll it up, give it a 
tap on your palm, and out comes a beautiful silk streamer — 50 feet long! Also works as a dye tube or 
blendo tube. ULTRA TUBE is well-made, colorful, and inexpensive.  Tube only with instructions:  $20 
• 50-Ft Silk Streamer: $35 • Tube/Silk Combo only $45!

Stretching a Rainbow
Show or produce (thumbtip) a 4-ft silk streamer. Wave it around freely, then begin to pull it back 
and forth between your hands. Suddenly the streamer becomes LONGER…6 feet, 8 feet, now 
10 feet long, and the stretching continues until the streamer is fully 20 feet long and can be 
waved freely with the hands empty. I supply a 2” x 4-ft streamer, a 2” x 16-ft streamer, both  
gimmicked here in Ginnville, plus detailed instructions as I do the effect. $20

By Arrangement with Practical Magic of Ellesmere, England   David Ginn presents

The Magical Dog Arm Puppet
Here’s new magical fun for children & family audiences — a life-size dog puppet who does  
magic and comedy! Since I brought my sheep dog home from England three years ago, I have 
used “Sherlock Bones” in hundreds of children’s shows to excellent results. Kids love this dog! 
He becomes REAL to them! When he magically finds his favorite food card while blindfolded,  
he even fools adults! 

My 52-minute DVD teaches the entire routine, plus shares Jeremy LePoidevin’s British routine & 
tips as well. Additional material includes David Ginn comedy ideas like Hank in Pocket, Change Bag 
ideas, mouth tricks and a trip to Dog Obedience School. Get your own dog arm 
puppet and open a whole new chapter in your performing life! 

Complete Dog Package  
with puppet, cards, blindfold & DVD: 

Only $89 + $9 shipping

GET READY for a new kind of magical fun for children and family audiences! Start by forgetting the idea that puppets are for children only. When puppets are presented with personality, everybody loves them — and no puppet is more adorable than this life-size English Sheepdog!  That means with a little thought and practice — YOU CAN DO IT!Originated by friends Cheryl & Jeremy Le Poidevin of Practical Magic in England, this big dog brings laughter to children of all ages! How do I know? Since Jeremy taught me his dog routine three years ago, I’ve personally used mine successfully in hundreds of live shows. And in a nutshell, CHILDREN LOVE IT!
In order to share my American routine and Jeremy’s original, with permission I now off er you the best of both Dog Worlds, UK and USA.  On this 10 chapter DVD, you’ll see the following:

Yes, you’ll see both Jeremy and David present their routines inspired by Ron Bishop, plus lots of gags, hints, tips and ideas — the dog wearing disguises, blowing up a balloon, even fi nding his favorite food while blindfolded!  There are explanations of how to hold the dog, how to animate him, how to entertain children and adults with him, fun with a magic wand, a running handker-chief gag, dog mouth tricks and lots more.
Bottom line:  this DVD is crammed with more dog puppet tricks than you can use in one show — to stimulate your thinking and give you plenty of material to help YOU entertain your audiences!Running Time: 52 minutes© 2007 Practical Magic footage, used by permission.  © 2008 David Ginn footage, Loganville Georgia USA.Front Cover Photo:  John Doyle

Routines, Tips and Ideas for the Dog Arm Puppetfeaturing additional material
by Jeremy Le Poidevin

David Ginn   W
oof! W

oof! The Big Dog DVD

www.Practical-Magic.com • www.ginnmagic.com

David Ginn presents

Woof!
Woof !

the Big 
Dog DVD

Woof!
Woof !

the Big 
Dog DVD

by David Ginn
with Jeremy Le Poidevin

1.  David’s Dog Performance
2.  David’s Dog Explanation
3.  Mouth Tricks & Ideas
4.  Dog with Glasses
5.  Change Bag Ideas

6.  Hank in the Pocket
7.  Dog Obedience School
8.  Jeremy’s Performance 
9.  Jeremy’s Explanation
10. David’s Final Words

•  He does magic while he’s blindfolded!

•  Kids think he’s real!

•  Our 52-minute DVD shows full routines, gags, 

tips, and ideas!

•  Five Full Color Laminated Food Cards

•  Life-size English Sheep Dog Arm Puppet

•  Dog can fill ¹⁄³ of a birthday  party show

•  Summer ’08: Sold out at PCAM Monterey CA, 

IBM/SAM Louisville KY & Abbott’s Colon MI



Magic Ten by Ginn
Here is my latest publication, ten David Ginn books on CD-ROM (278 pages) and a two-hour DVD 
showing clips, plus a complete live show from 1984! The 10 books are Comedy Warm-ups, Snake Can, 
Quick-Change Silk, Close-up A-Ginn, Card on Back, Cut & Restored Neckerchief, Comedy Linking Rings, 
Comedy Lunch Box, Bringing Home the Laughs, and Matchbox Delights — ALL with new introductions, 
color pictures and added material. You even get a book #11 explaining my Computerized Magic show 
from 1984. Package includes lots of never-before-released video!  Regular $35.00… Sale $13.00

What I Learned from Making Over 100,000 Fun Balloon Creations
Yes, it’s a long title for a very good BOOK by Topper the Clown, AKA Carl Jones of Dallas Texas. Carl 
spent years learning and putting down in print his techniques for making money doing balloon 
sculptures. Now you can learn from him!  First, understand that Carl’s entire 150 page book is on 
a CD-ROM. You put it into your computer or laptop to read it and see dozens of color pictures & 
drawings. What will you find:  things kids like, advertising, best balloon gags, everything about 
pricing, which balloon NOT to make, criteria for a balloon twisting gig, best lighting, what to do 
with kids in line, 10 things you must NOT forget, $20 balloon in 3 minutes, free mailing list, time-
saving ideas for $1, ultimate clown school tip, feedback about competition, the BIGGEST SECRET 
about giving away balloons and MORE!  Bonus:  7 hours of audio tracks of Carl reading and explain-
ing the book to you, including additional tips, ideas & advice. If you twist balloons for pay, you cannot afford to pass up 
this book!   Fun Balloon Creations — New Low Price: $15

Goshman’s Hopping Green Frog! * 
See my YouTube video!  I’ll send you instructions teaching you a wonderful kidshow routine:  the 
green sponge frog vanishes and appears on your back!  Kids love it! They jump and shout and laugh 
for joy when YOU don’t see the frog!  GREEN HOP FROG — only $5.00.

What I Learnedfrom Making Over 100,000 FunBalloon Creations!

by TOPPER the Clown
aka Carl Jones
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A BALLOON BOOK by Topper the Clown (aka Carl Jones)WELCOME to the wonderful world of BALLOON SCULPTURE!  On this CD-ROM Carl 
Jones shares 150+ electronic pages with EVERYTHING he has learned during the process of 
making those balloon creations! Carl says: “I mean EVERYTHING! I held nothing back. There 
is no “book two” in the works. What I learned, I have already included in this book! It’s the sum 
total of my experience.”  Yes, what Carl shares in this huge book he learned the hard way. By 
sharing it with you, he is helping YOU sidestep the landmines! What took Carl years to learn, 
you’ll learn right here from Day #1. And by using Carl’s personal techniques in making balloon 
sculptures, you’ll make FAR more money from this knowledge than without it!
Here are just SOME of the things you’ll fi nd in the book:  •  What kids really want  •  Balloons on my list and why I make them  •  Two most surprising balloons in sales  •  What you should 
ask KIDS and PARENTS  •  On-Site Advertising  •  The Magic of Buttons  •  Best Balloon Gags!  •  Get kids to advertise for you  •  What to say and do when you’re asked for a balloon you can’t make!  •  Everything I know & believe about PRICING  •  The balloon I will NOT make! Period.  •  My required 

criteria for a balloon twisting gig  •  Best lighting to get their attention  •  What to say to kids while making 
balloons  •  What to do with kids in line  •  10 things that you MUST NOT FORGET about twisting  •  Don’t do this if you want to make money!  •  Make a $20 balloon in 3 minutes!  •  2000% investment return  •  How to build a FREE mailing list  •  Easy magic to increase your take-home pay  •  Time-saving 

idea for $1  •  Ultimate Clown School A+ tip that you must do!  •  What many parents have told me about 
our competition!  •  The BIGGEST SECRET about giving away balloons!  •  Dozens of color photos & 
drawings to make things clear  •  PLUS hundreds more tips, gags, hints and how-to ideas about making 
balloon creations for profi t!

What I Learned From Making Over 100,000 FUN Balloon Creations

HOW CAN YOU AFFORD NOT to own this huge book? And at such a low, low price, you’ll be thanking Carl Jones for the next ten years!Over a 3-year period, Topper whipped me relentlessly with the same jokes.  As I groaned 
and rolled my eyes, I saw child after child walk away with a balloon and a huge grin on his 
or her face. I respect the way Carl ensured his well-being while Topper entertained kids 
endlessly. — Bob Scott, pizza store owner

© 2011 by Carl Jones, Euless Texas USA
A 150-Page Book on CD-ROMplus 7 hours of AUDIO on MP3 Files!

DEAR GINN FAMILY: Please send me the following items listed below.  
My check, cash, or money order on US bank is enclosed. Or charge to my credit card  or PayPal below:

 [ ] Visa [ ] MC [ ] Dis [ ] Amx #   exp.  
 [ ] PayPal to ginnmagic@comcast.net 
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